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Task Lighting

category overview

WORKTOOLS

A Brighter Workplace
From the sophistication of the fixtures to the quality of light they
produce, Steelcase task lights add style and warmth to any
workspace. Reduce eyestrain and increase productivity in the
workplace with lighting solutions that seamlessly integrate with
new and existing spaces.
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LED Lighting

DASH + DASH MINI

SOTO LED + SOTO EXTENDED LED

MINI SOTO LED + MINI SOTO EXTENDED LED

With clean lines, fluid movement and a timeless aesthetic, the dash
and dash mini LED task lights provide a soft consistent pool of light.

With refined designs, The SOTO LED and SOTO Extended LED
task lights provide a powerful, yet unobstrusive light output ideal
for use on large worksurfaces.

Designed for use in hard-to-reach and hard-to-light places
such as beneath shelves, the Mini SOTO Extended LED has
all the flexibility of our SOTO LED in a fraction of the space.

ELSA

PISA

Elsa™ is a utilitarian task light that illuminates the workspace and
offers ultimate flexibility. The freestanding version offers three
moveable joints to provide lockable adjustment from its shade
to its base. If usable space is at a premium, Elsa can also be
mounted wherever needed along a panel, Slatwall or C-clamp.

A uniquely designed, freestanding incandescent task light, Pisa™
leans up to 20 degrees in any direction—making it useful as a
lighting supplement at a workstation or wherever ambient light
is hard to get.

®

Fluorescent +
Incandescent Lighting
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STATEMENT OF LINE
TASK LIGHTING

Power Source

dash

dash mini

SOTO LED

Elsa

Pisa

PowerPincher

SOTO Extended
LED

Mini SOTO LED

Mini SOTO
Extended LED

SURFACE MATERIALS

Surface materials shown in brochure:
DASH
4AQ7 Tangerine

POWERPINCHER

The PowerPincher, with infrared occupancy sensor, senses
human movement and supplies power to six of the eight
convenient outlets on the PowerPincher strip.

ELSA
7018 Pewter

4AT7 Concord
4AV3 Blue Jay
4AQ9 Scarlet

SOTO LED LIGHTING
4799 Platinum

PISA
Base and Stem
0835 Black
Shade
0835 Black

Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
For further options, visit us online.

SUSTAINABILITY
At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that
allow people and communities to reach their full potential.
Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s
about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change
to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations.
Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials
extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and
voluntary product declarations.
Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.
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Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
facebook.com/Steelcase

twitter.com/Steelcase

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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